This condition means that it is possible to construct locally a homogeneous canonical transformation K : T*X\0 -> T*R"\0 which maps 2 into 2 = {(x , ^)G T*R"\0 ; ^ = 0}. See [6] . Here we use the notation ^ == (^ , ^), ^R"~^ F ^ K^ tor arbitrary vectorŝ GR".
We now consider a classical properly supported pseudodifferential operator P^L m+k (X\ where m is a positive integer and k G R. Let w+fc ^e ^ principal symbol and assume that p^^k vanishes at £ to order m and that ^+^, ^) ^ 0 outside 2. Considering the Taylor expansion of p^+^ at any point p E 2, we get a homogeneous polynomial ^(r), rGT^(T*X)/T^(2) = F^ of degree m. We assume that (0.2) ^ (r) ^ 0 when 0 ^ r G F^, for all p G 2 .
In the proof below we shall work with Carleman estimates. We therefore need the following condition, that will permit us to apply the estimates in the proof of Calderon's uniqueness theorem for the Cauchy problem : (0.3) Let F = T^(T*X)/T(2) and let F x^ F be the product bundle over 2. Let z^ (s, t) , . . . , z^ (s , t) G C be the roots of the equation a^(s + zt) = 0, s, t^P^. Then when (s, t) varies in {(s, t) €: F x^ F ; s, t are linearly independent} the roots z.(s, t) are either simple or double and of constant multiplicity.
The condition on the lower order symbols, that we shall need, is the natural extension of the Levi condition in the case when codim (2) == 1. C.f. Chazarain [4] . When m = 2 this condition means precisely that the subprincipal symbol of P vanishes on 2.
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The result of this paper is now THEOREM 0.1. -Suppose that P satisfies (0.1) -(0.4). Then if u E fi)'(X), Pu G C°°(X) and p is a point in WF(^) (so that p G 2), \^e have r^ CWF(^).
When m = 1 we have d = 1 or 2 and the theorem gives some of the wellknown results of Duistermaat-Hormander [6] . When d = 1 and m arbitrary we find a result of Chazarain [4] .
When m = 2 and d > 3 it is easy to see that (0.3) is always verified. The same is true when (m, d) = (2,2) if we assume that the argument variation of P^^k ^^S small closed curves in (T*X\0) is always 0. (C.f. Sjostrand [12] ).
The condition (0.4) is very essential for our results. In fact, when m = 2, Boutet de Monvel [2] has constructed a pseudodifferential parametrix under the assumptions (0.1), (0.2) and the assumption that the subprincipal symbol of P avoids the values of -a^ at every point p^=2. For other cases with non-vanishing subprincipal symbol, Boutet de Monvel [3] and Lascar [9] have shown that there is a propagation of singularities, but not along the whole leaves F in general.
The condition (0.3) is also important. Let P = P(x" , D") be an elliptic operator in R d of order m, such that P<^ = 0 for some ^ ^ (^(R^), (p ^ 0. Considering P as an operator in R" we have (0.1), (0.2), (0.4) satisfied (with 2 given by S;" = 0) but the conclusion of Theorem 0.1 is false, for we have P^(x") ^ 8(x')) = 0.
In the sections 1 and 2 we are going to make some preparations for the main part of the proof, which is given in section 3. As mentioned above, the proof is based on the use of Carleman estimates in the spirit of Hormander [7, section 8.8 ], Unterberger [13, 14] and Duistermaat [5] .
Bony has communicated to us that the methods of [1] most certainly can be modified to give our Theorem 0.1 in the case when the condition (0.3) is replaced by the assumption that P is a differential operator with analytic coefficients.
Some preparations.
Using Fourier integral operators we can transform the operator P microlocally into an operator P in R' 1 
Here || ||, is the norm in the usual Sobolev space H^R"). If WF(x) does not intersect 2, we still have (1.5) because of the ellipticity of P outside S. By a pseudodifferential partition of unity we get Remark. -From Lemma 1.2 it easily follows that if D^ 1^ E H^p(R") for | a | < m -1 and Pu E H'(R"), then D^EH'(R") for |a| <m.
Proof-Let (XQ
I II D^ u II, < C^ll Pu II, + 1: || D^ u II,) , u G C^(K) .
If ^ E®'(R'
2 ) and (x , ^) E T*R"\0 we put S^ , S) = sup {s E R ; ^ E H 5 microlocally near (x , ^)} .
Then S^ is a lower half continuous function on T*R"\0, positively homogeneous of degree 0.
for all multiindices P.
Proof. -(1.7) is trivial when (x^,^)^!: so we assume that C^o , So) = (^o ^o . °) E s -^t X ^ L°(R") be a properly supported operator with WF(x) close to (x^ , ^) and such that \ = I near (•^o ' So)-If 7 is a multiindex we have 
Localization in the (x , ^)-space.
Our localization method will be essentially the same as the one introduced by Hormander [8] . We denote by K/^R" x R^'^x R""^) the space of symbols \(x , y', ^) G S^"^"^4 ((R" x R^) xR"^) having their support in a set of the form I x -y \ < const. and being of class S~°° outside a set of the form \x 9 -y' \ < (const.) I ^ I" 172 . For instance if ^ G (^(R"-^), we can take
and extend this definition suitably for small ^. Then xEK°.
If ^ecD^R") and WF(i<) does not meet the normals of the planes x" = const., we can define
It is easy to verify that T^u is a C°° function of (x , ^) G R' 1 x R"-^. We omit the details. 
LEMMA 2.1. -Let x ^ K° and a(x , ^) G S^(R" x R"-^). 5'^-o^e that the distribution kernel of a(x , D') has its support in a set of the form \x' -y' \ < const.. Then we have
T^a(x , D') u) (x , S') = a(x , ^) T^u(x , S') + T^(x , ^) ,(2.
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It is easy to see that b^ G S^(R" x R"-^ x R"-^), so B^ is a pseudodifferential operator of order Is in the tangential variables^'. We therefore have or (x , ^) in a small conic neighbourhood of (XQ , $o) and for all N > 0. Then the first part of Lemma 2.2 follows.
We now prove the second part, so we assume that x is of the form (2.1). Then from (2.5) it follows that b^ -x -^ = II ^ II^O + I ^ I 2 )' for I ^ I > 1 .
L
This means that B^ is an ^Ptic operator in the tangential variables, so we have the Girding inequality for all s' G R and K CC R" :
Here C is a positive constant depending on K, s, s'. where V is a small conic neighbourhood of (XQ , ^). Let t E R be such that u G H^ near (x^ , ^ , 0). If t > s there is nothing to prove, so we can assume that t < s. Take a(x , D') as above. Then we have
where Xa E K" 172 . Applying the part of the lemma, which has already been proved, we conclude that
where ^ = min(r + 1/2,5).
Combining (2.4), (2.7) for 5 replaced by t' and using an easy regularization argument, we conclude that a(x , D') u G H^'^R") and therefore that u G H^ near (Xy , $o , 0) (because WF(i/)e2:). Repeating this argument we finally get that u G H 5 near (^-o , So » 0) and the proof of Lemma 2.2 is complete.
Note that the first part of the proof also shows that T^ u (x , ^) is rapidly decreasing in a conic, neighbourhood of (Xp , ^) if o^o.O)^WF(^)C£.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let P(x , D) (= PQc , D)) be the operator in Theorem 1.1 and let PQ be the operator, introduced in section 1. The polynomial a?(t) in the introduction is just the principal symbol ofF^x , ^ , D^"): C^R^) ^ C^R^). The condition (0.3) then implies that P^OC , ^ , D^) satisfies the conditions of Calderon's uniqueness theorem with respect to any hypersurface in R d . We therefore have the following Carleman type estimate, which follows from Nirenberg [10, inequality (6.1) ] by a partition of unity :
For all (XQ , ^) E R" x (R"-^\{0}) and r > 0, there are numbers To > 0, RQ > r and C such that for all r > TQ and v E (^(R^) with support in r < |x" | < R < RQ, we have
Here ^x") == (R -|x" |) 2 -((R -r)/2) 2 so that^(x") is ^ 0
for | x 11 1 ^ (R + r)/2. In fact, the coordinates (t, .x) in [ 10] correspond here to polar coordinates (p , 0), p G R^, 0 E S^" 1 in R^, centered at Xo\ The inequality (6.1) in [10] then implies that (3.1) is true for v G C^(R^) as above with the supplementary condition that 6 belongs to a small open subset of S d~l when (p ,0) is in the support of v. This subset is independent of r and R, and we also know from [10] that the constant C can be chosen arbitrarily small when R -r and I/T are small enough. Then we can obtain (3.1) by a partition of unity in the 0-variables, for the "bad" terms coming from the commutators between PQ and the cut off functions can easily be eliminated.
It also follows from [10] that for given r, we can choose R(), C To independent of (XQ , ^) when XQ varies in a compact subset of R" and ^ varies in R^VO}. when (x', 0 G V^. Here we use the notations B^ ={x" G R^ ; |x" | <T} and B, T = {x 11 G R^ ; r < | x 1 1 < T} for 0 < t < T.
We can assume that R > r is so small that ^p^(x") < 1/2. Take M so large that for I a \ < m -1 we have F ^ (x , ^) > -M in Recall that we started with the assumption (3.2).
Now take x'o E R^, such that {x^ER^ ; \x" -X'Q\ ^^Cix'eR^ ; |x"|<(R + r)/2} and {x"GR^ ; Ix'-j^KRK^GR^ ; |x"| < 1} , where r < R < R^ are as in (3.1). Then by the same argument, that gave (3.9) from (3.2), we get <(0,x",^°) ; l^-^l <(R +^)/2}nWF(^) = 0 .
